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Abstract. Several important real world problems of predictive analytics
involve handling different costs of the predictions of the learned models.
The research community has developed multiple techniques to deal with
these tasks. The utility-based learning framework is a generalization of
cost-sensitive tasks that takes into account both costs of errors and ben-
efits of accurate predictions. This framework has important advantages
such as allowing to represent more complex settings reflecting the domain
knowledge in a more complete and precise way. Most existing work ad-
dresses classification tasks with only a few proposals tackling regression
problems. In this paper we propose a new method, MetaUtil, for solving
utility-based regression problems. The MetaUtil algorithm is versatile
allowing the conversion of any out-of-the-box regression algorithm into a
utility-based method. We show the advantage of our proposal in a large
set of experiments on a diverse set of domains.

1 Introduction

Cost-sensitive learning is important for several practical domains. These meth-
ods have been explored thoroughly for classification problems. The study of real
world problems and the interest in applications involving the prediction of rare
and important phenomena has revealed that these tasks are frequently cost-
sensitive [1]. These applications often assume non-uniform costs and benefits
that, if disregarded, may result in sub-optimal models and misleading conclu-
sions.

One of the main difficulties associated with these tasks is related with the
definition of costs and benefits for the applications, which requires the interven-
tion of domain experts or, at least, need to be provided in an informal way. This
happens, for instance, when dealing with tasks known as imbalanced domains
where the most important cases are poorly represented. In this setting, we have
non-uniform costs and benefits but frequently they are not precisely quantified.

The utility-based learning framework is an extension of cost-sensitive learning
that considers both positive benefits for accurate predictions and costs (negative
benefits) for misclassifications. It is a more intuitive framework providing infor-
mation that is easier to understand, and less prone to errors [2, 1]. The goal of



utility-based learning is the maximization of the predictions’ utility, as opposed
to cost-sensitive tasks which aim at minimizing the costs.

Although being an important problem with a diversity of applications, most
of the research in utility-based learning is still focused on classification. However,
many real word applications involve the consideration of costs and benefits in
regression tasks. Examples of such applications include the prediction of the con-
centration of certain particles in the air or forecasting stock returns. In these sce-
narios we have a continuous target variable with a non-uniform importance over
the domain and therefore it is necessary to use utility-based learning solutions.
The lack of solutions for tackling utility-based regression problems motivated our
work. The main goal of this paper is to propose a new method, MetaUtil, for
maximizing the utility of a regression tasks. This new method is inspired by the
well-known MetaCost algorithm proposed for cost-sensitive classification tasks.
Similarly to MetaCost, the MetaUtil algorithm works as a wrapper method that
transforms any standard regression algorithm into a utility-sensitive learner.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the problem definition is
presented. Section 3 provides an overview of the related work. Our MetaUtil
algorithm is described in Section 4 and the results of an extensive experimen-
tal evaluation are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the main
conclusions.

2 Problem Definition

Utility-based learning is framed within predictive tasks, where the goal is to
derive a model g that approximates an unknown function Y = f(x). Function f
maps a set of p feature variables onto the target variable values. When the target
variable is nominal we face a classification task, and when it is numeric we have
a regression problem. Model g is obtained using a training set D = {〈xi, yi〉}Ni=1

with N examples. This model can be used to obtain target variable estimates ŷ
on new data points.

On standard predictive tasks the algorithms are focused on obtaining a model
that minimizes a loss function that assigns a uniform importance to all cases,
and neither costs nor benefits are taken into account. Still, several real world
problems exhibit a non-uniform importance across the domain of the target
variable, thus making standard approaches inadequate. Utility-based learning
considers a setting where accurate predictions have positive benefits and costs
(negative benefits) are assigned to prediction errors. Therefore, it is necessary to
adopt a strategy that is able to deal with the information concerning the utility
of the predictions. The research community has been mostly concentrated in
solving this problem for classification tasks. In this paper we will focus on the
less explored problem of utility-based regression.

Utility-based regression assumes the existence of domain knowledge that ex-
presses the benefits and costs for different prediction settings. In classification
tasks, this information is typically provided in the form of a cost or cost/benefit
(utility) matrix. Torgo and Ribeiro [3] have proposed the concept of utility sur-



face for regression as a continuous version of a utility matrix used in classification
tasks. Fully specifying this surface would be too difficult for the end-user given
the potentially infinite domain of the continuous target variables. In this con-
text, two alternatives have been put forward to obtain this utility information
for regression tasks. The first, and more generally applicable approach, involves
using interpolation methods to derive the utility surface using a few user sup-
plied points of this surface. The second alternative, proposed by Ribeiro [1],
involves automatically deriving the surface based on some assumptions of the
user preferences. More specifically, this automatic method can be used if it is
correct to assume that the user preferences involve having accurate predictions
for rare extreme values of the target variable. This is a subset of the general prob-
lem of utility-based regression. Still, this is an important subset as frequently
utility-based regression tasks involve this objective of forecasting rare extreme
values. For the data sets used in the experiments carried out in this paper we
will assume this goal and thus will use this automatic method of deriving the
utility surface. This method is based on the concept of relevance function. This
function expresses the importance assigned by the user to the different values of
the target value.

Definition 1 (Relevance Function). A relevance function, which we will de-
note by φ(), is a function that maps the target variable into a scale of relevance
in [0, 1]:

φ(y) : Y → [0, 1] (1)

where 0 represents minimum relevance and 1 represents maximum relevance.

For tasks where the goal is to forecast rare extreme values, Ribeiro [1] has
proposed a method to automatically obtain this function using some sampling
distribution properties of the target variable in the training set.

Based on this concept of relevance function Torgo and Ribeiro [3, 1] have
proposed to defined the utility surface as a function of the numeric loss associated
with the prediction of ŷ for a true value of y, and the respective relevance of
these values:

U : Y × Y −→ [−1, 1]

(y, ŷ) 7−→ U(y, ŷ) = g(L(y, ŷ), φ(y), φ(ŷ))

(2)

where L() is a loss function and φ() is the relevance function defined for the
target variable.

The definition of the utility surface proposed by Torgo and Ribeiro [3] and
Ribeiro [1] allows the user to specify which type of errors should be more costly:
“false positives” or “false negatives”. This is achieved through a parameter
p ∈ [0, 1]. Using this parameter it is possible to assign more weight either to
false negatives (a relevant case was predicted as non relevant) or to false posi-
tives (a non relevant case was predicted as relevant). When p > 0.5 the former
are considered more serious than the latter, i.e., missing a relevant prediction is
considered to have an higher cost than predicting a non relevant case as relevant.



On the other hand, when p < 0.5 the reverse happens: false negatives are less
penalized than false positives. Setting p to 0.5 represents assigning the same cost
to both types of errors. Figures 1 and 2 show two utility surfaces obtained auto-
matically for data set accel4 with parameter p set to 0.2 and 0.8, respectively.
We can observe that in Figure 1 the false positive are more costly than false
negative, while in Figure 2 the false negatives have a higher cost.
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Fig. 1: Utility surface automatically
derived for accel data set with p set
to 0.2.
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The goal of utility-based learning is to obtain a model that maximizes the
expected utility. In this context, the use of error-based metrics such as the mean
squared error or mean absolute deviation is misleading because the user pref-
erences are not taken into account. To evaluate the performance of models in
utility-based regression tasks, Ribeiro [1] proposed the use of the normalized
mean utility (NMU) measure (cf. Equation 3). The NMU metric is a normalized
version of the mean utility that provides scores in [0, 1], where 1 represents the
maximum achievable utility by a model and 0 represents the minimum utility
corresponding to the less useful model. We use the NMU metric in our experiments
described in Section 5.

NMU =

∑N
i=1 U(yi, ŷi) +N

2N
(3)

4 Data set properties described in Section 5.



3 Related Work

As we have mentioned, the research in cost-sensitive and utility-based learning
has been mostly focused in classification tasks. In these contexts, a large amount
of methods was proposed to tackle these problems that can be categorized into
direct methods or meta learning methods [4]. Direct methods change the selected
learner internally for making it cost/utility sensitive. Meta learning methods use
standard learners and act by changing the data or the used decision threshold.
The work presented in this paper was inspired by the seminal work of Domin-
gos [5] where the MetaCost algorithm was proposed for addressing cost-sensitive
classification problems.

MetaCost algorithm acts by changing the given training set. An ensemble is
generated by applying a classifier to samples with replacement of the training set.
The class probabilities of each case are estimated using the votes of the ensemble
members. Finally, each training case is relabeled with the Bayes optimal class,
i.e., the class that minimizes the conditional risk [6],

R(i|x) =
∑
j

P (j|x)C(j, i) (4)

where, P (j|x) is the conditional probability of class j for the example x, and
C(j, i) represents the cost of predicting class i when j is the true class.

The new relabeled training set is then simply used to train a new model using
a standard classifier.

For utility-based regression only a few works exist in the literature. Some
proposals consider special types of utility settings, as it is the case of works that
consider different costs for over- and under-predictions (e.g. [7–9]). However,
these methods are limited to this particular utility settings. A different approach
was recently proposed for maximizing the utility [10] given an arbitrary utility
surface. This method adapts the conditional risk minimization defined for clas-
sification (cf. Equation 4), to regression and utility. In this method, the optimal
prediction y∗ for a case x is given by an approximation of the following equation:

y∗ = argmax
z∈Y

∫
fY |X(y|X = x).U(y, z) dy (5)

where fY |X(y|X = x) represents the conditional probability density function,
and U(y, z) is the utility value of predicting z for a true target variable value of
y, as defined by some utility surface.

The proposed method works by approximating the conditional probability
density function and then using this to obtain the optimal prediction for each
case according to Equation 5. To obtain an approximation of fY |X(y|X = x) the
authors use the method presented in [11] and [12] that uses ordinal classifica-
tion to achieve this goal. This utility optimization method has shown significant
advantage in a diversity of utility settings and domains.

It is also important to mention that recently, pre-processing solutions have
been proposed for the problem of imbalanced regression (e.g. [13]). These pre-
processing methods were developed specifically for imbalanced regression tasks



which are a sub-problem of utility-based regression where the end-user is more
interested in the performance of cases that are scarcely represented in the avail-
able data. We must highlight that, although being related, these two problems
are different. An extensive review on imbalanced domain learning can be found
in [14].

The existing methods for dealing with utility in regression tasks were either
developed for specific scenarios, and therefore are not generally applicable, or
are based on the minimization of the conditional risk which allows to obtain
solutions that are not interpretable. Our proposal allows to address any utility-
based regression problem while providing models more interpretable.

4 The MetaUtil Algorithm

In this section we describe our proposal for maximizing utility in regression tasks,
the MetaUtil algorithm. Our method is inspired by the MetaCost algorithm by
Domingos [5], modifying it to be applicable to regression tasks with non-uniform
preferences specified through a utility surface. As MetaCost, our method uses a
number m of samples with replacement to obtain different models. In MetaU-
til these models are used to obtain m approximations (Mi) of the conditional
probability density function, fY |X(y|X = x), through the same procedure de-
scribed in [10]. These approximations are averaged to obtain the final estimate
of fY |X(y|X = x) that is used in Equation 5 to obtain the optimal y value for a
given case. These optimal y values are calculated for each original training case
and replace the original value in the training set, as it is done in the MetaCost
algorithm. In summary, as MetaCost our method uses a sampling procedure to
obtain an optimal target variable value for each training case, according to the
preference biases of the user. These preference biases in MetaCost are expressed
through a cost matrix, and the optimal values calculated using the conditional
risk (Equation 4). In our method the user preferences are described by a utility
surface and the optimal values calculated using Equation 5. In our implementa-
tion we also use a parameter ε that sets the used granularity for computing all
the required approximations. Both MetaCost and our proposed MetaUtil have
as outcome a new, modified training set, where the target variable values were
changed in accordance with the user preference biases. Our proposal is fully
described in Algorithm 1.

An important advantage of MetaUtil (and also MetaCost) lies on the fact
that it allows to obtain more interpretable models. This happens because the
original data set is changed in a way that is more related with the user prefer-
ences, and therefore, the learned model will be obtained in a standard way but
will also reflect the user preferences as expressed through the utility surface. In-
terpretability of the models is a key feature in several real world domains where
good predictive performance is not sufficient to convince end-users that a model
is reliable (e.g. [15, 16]).



Algorithm 1 MetaUtil.

1: function MetaUtil(D, L, U , m, n, ε)
2: //D - training set
3: //A - regression learning algorithm
4: //U - utility surface
5: //m - number of samples to generate
6: //n - number of examples in each sample
7: //ε - granularity parameter
8:
9: for i = 1 to m do

10: Si ← sample with replacement of D with size n
11: Mi ← {f̃Y |X}x∈D using Si and the method in [11, 12] with parameter ε
12: end for
13: for each example 〈x, y〉 ∈ D do
14: M ′(x)← average of Mi(x)
15: y ← argmaxz∈Y

∫
M ′(x).U(y, z) dy approximated with a granularity of ε

16: end for
17: M ← model obtained from applying A to the new modified training set
18: return M
19: end function

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we describe the experimental evaluation conducted for assessing
the effectiveness of the MetaUtil algorithm in maximizing the utility. The main
results obtained are presented and discussed. To ensure the easy replication of
our work, all code, used data sets and main results are available in https:

//github.com/paobranco/MetaUtil. All experiments were carried out using
the free open source R environment [17].

5.1 Evaluation of MetaUtil Algorithm

The main goal of our experiments is to assess the effectiveness of MetaUtil algo-
rithm in the task of maximizing the utility of predictions. We selected 14 regres-
sion data sets from different domains whose main characteristics are described
in Table 1. For each of these data sets we have obtained a relevance function
through the automatic method [1] we have described before. This method assigns
higher relevance to high and low extreme values of the target variable using the
quartiles and the inter-quartile range of the target variable sample distribution5.
Ideally the relevance function should be provided by domain experts. However,
given that this information is not available, we used the described automatic
method that is suitable for common real world settings where the most impor-
tant cases are rare and are located at the extremes of the target variable values.
In order to test the MetaUtil algorithm in different utility settings, we obtained 3

5 Further details available in [1].



utility surfaces for each data set by using the automatic method proposed by [1]
and changing the parameter p described in Section 2. As we have mentioned, p
allows to assign a different penalization to different types of errors (see examples
of different utility surfaces obtained by changing the value of parameter p in
Figures 1 and 2). We used the following values for parameter p: {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}.

Table 1: Characteristics of the 14 used data sets. ( N : Nr of cases; pred: Nr of
predictors; nom: Nr of nominal predictors; num: Nr numeric predictors; nRare:
nr. cases with φ(Y ) > 0.8; %Rare: 100× nRare/N).

Data Set N pred nom num nRare % Rare

servo 167 4 2 2 34 20.4
a6 198 11 3 8 33 16.7
Abalone 4177 8 1 7 679 16.3
a3 198 11 3 8 32 16.2
a4 198 11 3 8 31 15.7
a1 198 11 3 8 28 14.1
a7 198 11 3 8 27 13.6
boston 506 13 0 13 65 12.8
a2 198 11 3 8 22 11.1
a5 198 11 3 8 21 10.6
fuelCons 1764 37 12 25 164 9.3
bank8FM 4499 8 0 8 288 6.4
Accel 1732 14 3 11 89 5.1
airfoild 1503 5 0 5 62 4.1

We selected two base regression learners: Support Vector Machines (SVM)
and Random Forests (RF). For these learners we tested several parameter vari-
ants. The algorithms, set of tested parameters and respective used R packages,
are described in Table 2.

Table 2: Regression algorithms and their parameter values, and the respective
R packages.

Learner Parameter Variants R package

Support Vector Machines (SVM)
cost = {10, 150}

e1071 [18]
gamma = {0.01, 0.001}

Random Forests (RF)
mtry = {5, 7}

randomForest [19]
ntree = {500, 750, 1500}



We applied each of the 10 learning approaches (4 SVM + 6 RF) to each of the
42 problems (14 data sets × 3 utility surface settings). To allow a fair comparison
we tested the original regression algorithms (Orig), the MetaUtil algorithm and
the strategy for maximizing the utility (UtilOptim) proposed in [10].

The granularity parameter ε was set to 0.1. Regarding the required proba-
bilistic classifier, we selected the classification learner most closely related to the
regression algorithm being compared against. The motivation for this choice is
related with the negative impact in the observed performance when there is a
mismatch between the probability estimator and the used classifier [20]. More-
over, we will assume, as done in [5], that the user is able to select the regression
scheme that best adapts to the task that is being considered. The same described
scheme is used on both tested algorithms for estimating fY |X . In MetaUtil algo-
rithm we set the number of samples with replacement to generate (parameter m)
to 20 and the number of examples in each sample (parameter n) to the training
set size.

All the described alternatives were evaluated using the NMU measure described
in Section 2. We selected a normalized measure because it allows to obtain
comparable results across different data sets. The NMU values were estimated by
2 repetitions of a 10-fold stratified cross validation process as implemented in R
package performanceEstimation [21]. In addition to reporting the NMU scores,
we also assessed the statistical significance of the observed differences using the
non-parametric Friedman F-test together with a post-hoc Nemenyi test with a
significance level of 95%.

5.2 Main Results and Discussion

The 10 learning variants were applied to the 42 regression problems (14 data sets
using 3 different utility surface settings) and 3 strategies for utility optimization
(Orig + UtilOptim + MetaUtil). Thus, we tested 1260 (10×42×3) combinations.
Tables 3 to 5 show the mean NMU results of the variants of each learner, obtained
for each utility setting, i.e., when considering different values for parameter p in
the generation of the utility surface.

From the overall analysis of the NMU results we notice that the MetaUtil
algorithm shows a competitive performance. This method displays several times
the best average performance specially for utility surfaces with higher values of
p.

We proceeded with the application of the non-parametric Friedman F-test
for assessing the statistical significance of the results. The F-test results allowed
the rejection of the null hypothesis that all the tested approaches exhibit the
same performance. We then applied the post-hoc Nemenyi test with a signif-
icance level of 95% to verify which approaches are statistically different. The
critical difference diagrams (CD diagram) [22] with the results aggregated by
type of utility surface setting and by learner are displayed in Figures 3 and 4.
In the CD diagrams, lower ranks indicate a better performance and when the
lines of two algorithms are connected by a bold horizontal line it means that the



Table 3: Mean NMU results of the variants of each learner by data set for the
value of parameter p set to 0.2 (sd: standard deviation).

SVM RF

Orig UtilOptim MetaUtil Orig UtilOptim MetaUtil

servo 0.4891 0.5585 0.4772 0.5712 0.5624 0.5666
a6 0.5157 0.5223 0.5203 0.5123 0.5140 0.5051
Abalone 0.5751 0.5862 0.5818 0.5786 0.5849 0.5855
a3 0.5039 0.5108 0.5085 0.5002 0.5079 0.4843
a4 0.5200 0.5307 0.5303 0.5269 0.5272 0.5275
a1 0.5335 0.5371 0.5370 0.5485 0.5498 0.5490
a7 0.4983 0.5075 0.5083 0.4735 0.5055 0.4543
boston 0.5748 0.5770 0.5738 0.5784 0.5806 0.5784
a2 0.5236 0.5294 0.5312 0.5289 0.5276 0.5260
a5 0.5226 0.5284 0.5288 0.5269 0.5250 0.5222
fuelCons 0.6138 0.6183 0.6164 0.6175 0.6257 0.6213
bank8FM 0.5694 0.5699 0.5720 0.5703 0.5690 0.5707
Accel 0.5582 0.5606 0.5593 0.5638 0.5655 0.5641
airfoild 0.4566 0.4853 0.4853 0.4599 0.4853 0.4853

Mean±sd 0.532±0.042 0.544±0.036 0.538±0.039 0.540±0.044 0.545±0.038 0.539±0.046

Table 4: Mean NMU results of the variants of each learner by data set for the
value of parameter p set to 0.5 (sd: standard deviation).

SVM RF

Orig UtilOptim MetaUtil Orig UtilOptim MetaUtil

servo 0.4875 0.5601 0.4778 0.5718 0.5655 0.5660
a6 0.5072 0.5207 0.5187 0.5140 0.5069 0.5116
Abalone 0.5705 0.5893 0.5829 0.5764 0.5884 0.5883
a3 0.4927 0.5051 0.5046 0.5048 0.4958 0.4944
a4 0.5140 0.5313 0.5336 0.5284 0.5331 0.5346
a1 0.5297 0.5394 0.5425 0.5479 0.5531 0.5533
a7 0.4859 0.4975 0.4976 0.4810 0.4840 0.4652
boston 0.5743 0.5775 0.5748 0.5782 0.5814 0.5792
a2 0.5180 0.5289 0.5309 0.5269 0.5242 0.5298
a5 0.5172 0.5282 0.5293 0.5257 0.5261 0.5269
fuelCons 0.6135 0.6194 0.6170 0.6171 0.6259 0.6222
bank8FM 0.5692 0.5702 0.5723 0.5703 0.5694 0.5710
Accel 0.5580 0.5611 0.5601 0.5638 0.5655 0.5643
airfoild 0.4508 0.4633 0.4633 0.4575 0.4635 0.4631

Mean±sd 0.528±0.044 0.542±0.041 0.536±0.043 0.540±0.043 0.542±0.045 0.541±0.046



Table 5: Mean NMU results of the variants of each learner by data set for the
value of parameter p set to 0.8 (sd: standard deviation).

SVM RF

Orig UtilOptim MetaUtil Orig UtilOptim MetaUtil

servo 0.4859 0.5624 0.4840 0.5723 0.5661 0.5664
a6 0.4987 0.5251 0.5259 0.5156 0.5128 0.5239
Abalone 0.5660 0.5961 0.5866 0.5743 0.5955 0.5939
a3 0.4814 0.5132 0.5152 0.5093 0.4960 0.5067
a4 0.5081 0.5412 0.5481 0.5299 0.5473 0.5484
a1 0.5258 0.5490 0.5539 0.5473 0.5589 0.5612
a7 0.4735 0.4950 0.4926 0.4886 0.4728 0.4793
boston 0.5737 0.5783 0.5762 0.5780 0.5819 0.5804
a2 0.5123 0.5330 0.5352 0.5249 0.5293 0.5373
a5 0.5119 0.5326 0.5353 0.5244 0.5312 0.5353
fuelCons 0.6131 0.6207 0.6175 0.6167 0.6260 0.6233
bank8FM 0.5691 0.5708 0.5725 0.5702 0.5699 0.5713
Accel 0.5577 0.5618 0.5612 0.5637 0.5656 0.5646
airfoild 0.4450 0.4460 0.4422 0.4550 0.4509 0.4509

Mean±sd 0.523±0.047 0.545±0.044 0.539±0.046 0.541±0.042 0.543±0.048 0.546±0.045
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Fig. 3: Critical Difference diagram of average NMU results for SVM learner.
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their average ranks are not significantly different, i.e. their performance differ-
ence is not significantly different. The SVM results confirm that for this learner
there is no statistical significance between the performance of the UtilOptim
and MetaUtil algorithms in all tested utility settings. The UtilOptim algorithm
achieves a lower rank for the utility surface with the lower value of parameter p,
while the MetaUtil has a better rank for the most balanced utility setting.

Regarding the RF results, the better performance of UtilOptim algorithm is
also confirmed for the lower value of p in the tested utility surface settings. For
the remaining values of p, the MetaUtil algorithm has a better performance as
it provides lower ranks in the CD diagrams, although not always with statistical
significance when compared against UtilOptim algorithm.

When considering the performance of the tested learner variants we can con-
clude that: i) using the original learning algorithm is worst with statistical sig-
nificance under all tested utility settings ; ii) for the variants of the SVM learner
the differences between UtilOptim and MetaUtil algorithms are not statistical
significant, although UtilOptim displays a lower rank for the utility settings with
a lower value of parameter p and MetaUtil has a lower rank on the remaining
utility surfaces; iii) for the RF learner, UtilOptim is better with statistical sig-
nificance for the lower value of p, while MetaUtil displays a lower rank on the
remaining utility surface settings, although only for the p = 0.8 this is statisti-
cally significant.

Overall, the results show that MetaUtil is very competitive with the current
state of the art in utility optimization (the algorithm UtilOptim). Although our
proposal can not be seen as providing clearly better results we should stress
that there is a significant difference between the approaches in terms of inter-
pretability. In effect, the MetaUtil algorithm produces models that are biased
towards the utility preferences of the user, as they are obtained with a biased
training set. This means that the user can check the model to understand why
some value was predicted, particularly if an interpretable modelling algorithm is
used. This is not true for UtilOptim and this can be a key advantage of MetaU-
til for applications were the end user requires interpretable models. In effect,
UtilOptim produces models using the original training set and thus the models
are not biased toward the utility preferences. The UtilOptim method works as
a post-processing method by changing the predicted value using Equation 5 to
match the preferences of the user. However, the post-processed predictions are
not explainable by the learned models and thus the approach is less interpretable.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we propose a new algorithm named MetaUtil for tackling the prob-
lem of utility maximization in regression tasks. The proposed method changes
the value of the target variable in the training cases to the value that maximizes
the expected utility. This new training set can then be used to learn a model
using any standard regression algorithm. When compared to competing meth-



ods, the MetaUtil algorithm has the advantage of providing more interpretable
models, which is a key advantage for several real world applications.

A large set of experiments was carried out using two learning algorithms,
several regression data sets, and a different utility surfaces. The obtained results
highlight the advantages of our proposal, when compared to using the origi-
nal regression algorithm and also against a competing method. The advantages
of MetaUtil against the latter are not statistically significant for most of the
situations.

The key contributions of his paper are as follows: i) a new algorithm for tack-
ling the problem of maximizing the utility in regression tasks; ii) comparison of
the proposed approach against standard regression algorithms and a competing
method; and iii) the analysis of the impact of different utility surface settings in
the performance of the approaches.

As future work, we plan to explore the performance of the proposed algorithm
with other regression tools. We will also study the connections between the data
or utility surfaces characteristics, and the performance achieved by the MetaUtil
algorithm.
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